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Standing_male_ Jacob had always wanted a pet, and his dreams came

true on the day he met Alvin!

However, Jacob did not realise that there was more to
becoming a good pet owner than meets the eye! 

This heart-warming book tells the tale of the blossoming
friendship between Jacob and Alvin, as they both learn

to adapt to each other and their personalities.

Perfect for pet owners and wannabe pet owners 
who will love seeing an ‘avatar’ representation of 
them and their pet in a story that’s been written 

especially for them! 
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Have an awesome time reading this book!

With all our love, Grandma and Grandpa x
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“Wow! It’s finally here!”
He said, staring at the box

in the living room.

Jacob had always wanted a pet and had
been waiting patiently for

this day to arrive.



He read the words out loud…

Jacob stopped for a moment,
noticing a note taped to the box.



“AHHHHH!” Jacob screamed.

Out jumped the new pet!

“Woah! You scared me for a moment.” he said.

“I’m going to call you…”

“Alvin!”





Hiccup!

That evening, Jacob sat down to dinner. But he
had left a drink in the kitchen and decided to go and
get it...

“NOOO!” Jacob wailed, startling Alvin who had a mouth
full of food, “That’s my dinner!”



But Alvin wasn’t really to blame.
Jacob had forgotten to feed them that evening.



The next morning, Jacob woke up to a mess 
in the kitchen.

“Why is the floor all wet?!”

Jacob realised that Alvin had
peed in the night.



“Stay Alvin! Out of the way!”
But Alvin felt like sitting down instead…

right in the pee.

Jacob hadn’t thought about having to make sure
Alvin had gone to the toilet

before bedtime.

“Alvin NOOO!”



Jacob decided to go out for some fresh air.
He left Alvin behind!

With Jacob gone, Alvin soon got bored. Time
passed, and Alvin was left alone for too long,
so Alvin found things in the house to keep
entertained.

Jacob returned home...



“Oh no Alvin! What have you done?”
Jacob cried.

“Alvin NOOO!” Jacob screamed.

Alvin had made a huge mess.
It was everywhere!



Jacob left Alvin in the garden and slammed the door.
Why is having a pet so hard?! He thought.

Alvin sat down in the garden waiting to be let back
inside but the door didn’t open.

Alvin didn’t understand why Jacob was always shouting
and forgetting about them.



End of 
Sample




